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PROLONGED wet periods during the winter months favour serious development of the bacterial disease grease spot in passion vine plantations.

Routine sprays of Bordeaux mixture, 8-8-100, at monthly intervals should be applied to protect the developing winter crop.

Outbreaks of the bacterial disease grease spot (causal organism *Pseudomonas passiflorae*) on passion vines were recorded for the first time at Busselton, Keysbrook and Byford during the winter of 1960.

**Symptoms**

**On the Fruit**

The first signs of infection become evident as small, circular or irregular blotches which are dark green and water-soaked in appearance. Subsequently the blotches enlarge, become greasy and involve much of the fruit surface as illustrated. Finally the affected skin may turn brown and collapse inwards. Infected fruit are rendered worthless for market.

**On the Runners**

Light brown cankers develop on and girdle the runners causing withering of leaves and fruit beyond.

**On the Leaves**

Minute dark brown spots with light green halos or margins are present on infected leaves but may be overlooked unless a close examination is made of the vines.

**Control Measures**

Regular monthly sprays of Bordeaux mixture, 8-8-100, during the winter and early spring should give adequate control of grease spot.¹

The organic fungicides zineb and maneb, which are substitutes for Bordeaux mixture in the control of brown spot, are not considered very effective against grease spot and should not be used at that time of year.

**Reference**

Here comes Massey-Ferguson's rugged new breed MF175... a big, new class-leader that brings a fresh, original and more practical approach to meet the needs of the bigger broadacre power farmer. Here, for the first time, is a tractor with the power, built-in weight and flexibility you need for really high output field operation.

Heading the many brilliant developments in this model is the world's most advanced hydraulics... a new dimension Ferguson system with Pressure Control, that gives traction-boosting weight transfer from trailed implements to the tractor. Category 2 linkage is standard, and a special hydraulic pump is built-in to provide increased capacity for external services.

No matter whether you need power for lugging or linkage work, the MF175 is right on the mark. Maximum drawbar HP from the 4 cyl. direct injection engine is 58 (Manufacturer's Estimate)... Multi-Power is standard. For the operator, there is a high level of comfort and convenience.

Power steering, built-in lights, diff. lock, fully instrumented console with fuel gauge, foot throttle, handbrake, spring-suspension comfort seat are all standard. Novel design details simplify daily and periodical service.

Without a doubt, MF175 is the best big tractor value now and for many years to come. However, early on, it's going to be hard to get... but don't settle for anything lesser. Wait a little longer for the best!

Early ordering is all to your advantage, so why not call and talk it over with your local dealer now!